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Introduction

Brazilian agricultural output performance has been remark-

ably good in the post-World War 11 period as supply increases

have kept up with demand growth and shifts of demand between com-

modity groups maintaining real food prices relatively constant.

This good performance has been achieved in spite of neglect and

1/
even implementation of policies adverse to the agricultural sector.—

Most of this output increase has been attributed to the expansion

of conventional factors of production, land and labor, rather than

the substitution for these conventional factors with “modern inputs,r’

2/
such as fertilizer and machinery.—

These increases in conventional inputs have been primarily

achieved with a large-scale reshuffling of the population between

states and regions. From 1950 to 1970 the largest rates of im-

migration have been to the frontier states of Paran~, Goia’s,and

Mato Grosso. (See Table 1.) There has also been a more limited



2.

and erratic migration into the Northern frontier states of l?ar~,

Amazonas, and Maranh~o. The other in-migrant recipient states

have been associated with the rapid urban-industrial growth of

S%o Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Most other states have consistently

had net out-migration over these two decades. This includes not

only all of the Northeast but also a majority of the states in the

South and East. Public investment has facilitated this migration

with the construction of infra-structure. From 1952 to 1968 the

road network in Brazil more than tripled reaching 940,000 kilometers.

Road quality has also been substantially improved with paved roads

increasing from 36,000km in the early sixties to 60,000km in 1972.3’

This population reshuffling was associated with the rapid

expansion of crop area on the frontier. (See Table 2.) The abso-

lute gains in land area, except for Paran~ were less in the frontier

states than in some of the older agricultural areas; however, the

relative gains were much larger. The aggregate crop yields in the

frontier have fallen as cultivation has been pushed into more

marginal areas especially in the “cerradotfof the Central West

4/
frontier.– However, the area expansion has been so rapid in the

frontier states that these states have attained the highest crop

output growth rates in the country over the last two decades. Only

Maranh~o, which is also a frontier state, has exceeded the crop out-

put growth rates of Paran6, Goi&, and Mato Grosso. In older

agricultural states such as S~o Paulo, Rio Grande do Sul, and some

states in the Northeast aggregate yields have slightly increased.



In spite of falling yields most aggregate

higher in the frontier states than in the

The shifting systems of cultivation

3.

crop yields are still

5/
older agricultural states.—

to new crop areas “as

older areas deplete their soil has been frequently criticized.

However, given the relatively elastic supply of virgin land

especially on the frontier and the high price of biochemical

substitutes for land in the form of fertilizer and fertilizer-

responsive varieties, the expansion of conventional inputs is an

entirely rational method to increase agricultural output. More-

over, the magnitude of this population reshuffling needs to be

emphasized. The net migration to the frontier states from 1950-

1970 involved 2.8 million migrants and enabled these states to

expand their roles in Brazilian crop production. From 1950 to 1970

Paran6 increased its share of total Brazilian crop area from 8.3

to 14.7 percent, Goi& from 2.0 to 5.0 percent, and Mato Grosso

6/
from 0.7 to 1.7 percent.–

This paper is concerned with the implications of this large-

scale in-migration in Mato Grosso for agricultural development and

with the rapid expansion of agricultural mechanization in this

frontier area. Little substitution for land with chemical fertilizer

has taken place and a final section offers some hypotheses for this.

Crop Shifts from Subsistence to Commercial Crops

As the frontiers in Mato Grosso, Goi&, and

up for settlement in the fifties and sixties with

Paran~ were opened

the construction
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of roads and other infra-structure a shift from subsistence produc-

tion to market-oriented production would be expected. When farmers

obtain the potential to market more of their produce, they generally

begin to specialize more in higher value products to sell.

Dichotomizing agricultural production into subsistence and

commercial.activities is not as easy as it appears. The traditional

food crops of Mato Grosso are manioc, rice, beans, and corn; however,

rice is not only one of the most important agricultural exports of

the state but its importance in commercial production has been in-

creasing. Hence, rice should be classified as a commercial crop.

Most of the other commercial crops are relatively easy to identify

as they require special non-farm processing before consumption.

This group includes cotton, soybeans, and peanuts. Sugar cane is

difficult to classify as it has both

uses. Cane is considered here to be

since the quota share of Mato Grosso

home consumption and commercial

primarily a subsistence crop

in refined sugar has not been

7/
expanding rapidly.—

The crop shifts on the

tive importance of any given

frontier are normalized for the rela-

region in the production of the given

crop and all crops. The ratio of Mato Grossols share of Brazilian

cotton acreage to its share of Brazilian crop acreage is called a

concentration ratio. The primary concern here is in the change in

these concentration ratios over time. Accordfng to our hypothesis

over the period 1950-1970 the importance of subsistence crops will

decrease while the commercial crops will increase in importance.



5.

Table 3 indicates a pronounced shift from subsistence to

commercial crops. The decline of manioc and cane is very dramatic

as is the increasing importance of cotton. The high concentration

ratio for rice indicates the importance of this crop as an export

for the state. This upland rice is more tolerant of acid soils

than most major grains. Hence, it does better than most other

crops without fertilization on the acid “cerrado” of the Central

8/
Plateau.—

The aggregate data indicate the shift into commercial crops

but give no information on the process. Crop shifts generally

require new production and marketing technologies. How do farmers

on the frontier obtain this information? One hypothesis is that

the continuing waves of in-migration make possible these crop

shifts. According to this hypothesis the in-migrants bring in the

production knowledge of the particular crop from other areas. They

need support from the marketing infra-structure to make the produc-

tion of these commercial crops profitable, but the crop shifts are

hypothesized to be associated with this “churning” process from

continuing migration as public investment opens up these frontier

areas to the major urban markets of Belo Horizonte, S“=oPaulo, and

Brasilia. To test this hypothesis of the association of in-migrants

and new commercial crops, data collected from Terenos and F<tima do

Sul in the 1971/72 crop-year were utilized. Chi square contingency

tables were used to test the statistical association between migrants

and the introduction of new commercial crops. A strong positive
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9/
correlation was observed in Terenos and in the two areas combined.—

(See the map and Table 4.)

Thus, we conclude that the crop shift process was a “trial

and error” process of proven varieties from other areas being diffused

into the frontier by the new migrants. Besides crop-shifts the use

of mechanized land preparation has become very important in Terenos

and will be considered in the next section.

Mechanization on the Frontier

From 1950-1970 the rates of growth of mechanization were more

rapid in the frontier states than in the other Brazilian states,

including the capital-intensive agricultural systems of S~o Paulo

and Rio Grande do Sul. (See Table 5.) In Mato Grosso the number

of tractors increased from 50 in 1950 to 3,926 in 1970. The most

common explanations for mechanization on the frontier are labor

shortages and the large power requirement for land preparation,

especially in soils with heavier texture. Since large-scale migra-

tion of labor has occurred into the frontier states, the labor

shortage argument appears to depend upon seasonal shortages or to

be a short-run supply inelasticity. In a country with the large

underemployed labor force in the Northeast, continuing inter-regional

wage differentials, and large-scale inter-regionalmigration, it

does not seem plausible that the long-run supply of labor to the

Central West is inelastic. Nevertheless, short-run inelasticities,

by encouraging mechanization, could lead to shifts in land use and

tenancy, which would only be reversible in the long run.
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The second argument of the necessity to mechanize in areas

with heavier soil texture and therefore greater power requirements

deserves further investigation. It is hypothesized that mechaniza-

tion will have a high rate of return in these soils and that the

use of mechanization will be less in areas of better soils. This

section is divided into two parts to test these inter-related

hypotheses.

First, farmers’ reasons for mechanizing are summarized and

the rate of return estimated for a “cerrado” area. Then, a com-

parison is made between the mechanization levels of two similar

agricultural areas with substantial differences in soil quality.

Farm interview data from two agricultural colonies in Southern

Mato Grosso with similar land-holding systems, size, and cropping

patterns were used to evaluate the economics of the farm-level

decision to mechanize land preparation.

Of the 66 farmers in Terenos and the surrounding area with

an average crop area of 10.9 hectares only four used animal power

10/
for land preparation.— The rest used machinery custom rental or

their landlord’s machinery. Only the land preparation operation

was mechanized. In Terenos farmers stated that mechanized land

preparation was necessary, due to the difficulty of working the

“cerrado” after the long dry season. The planting season is in

October-December after five to seven months of dry season. To use

animal power at all it was necessary to wait for the first rains.

One advantage of mechanical land preparation was that the soil could
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be broken in anticipation of the first rains and water absorption

11/
improved.—

Before using animal power it was necessary to cut or burn

the weeds and remove some of the plant roots and clods. Both opera-

tions can be avoided by using mechanical power. Moreover, Terenos’

farmers claimed that animals with the implements used locally did

not plough deeply enough for cotton. For rice, the depth of animal

ploughing was sufficient, but germination was reduced by the failure

to break the soil adequately. Furthermore, farmers reported that

mechanized land preparation reduced the weed problem by turning

over and preparing the soil better, especially the disking, so

that fewer cultivations were required. This turning and disking

was considered to be equal to another cultivation. Finally, farmers

reported a risk component to using animals for land preparation. The

difficult land preparation activities occurred at the weakest point

for the animal stock, immediately after the dry season. Supple-

mentary feeding was not generally given to work animals during the

dry season and an overworked, weakened animal could die.

The most striking comparison between mechanical and animal

power was the reduction in time required for

tion operations with mechanical power. Land

required an average of 5 animal and man-days

the basic land prepara-

preparation activities

per hectare or 5 hours

of machinery and

power were lower

due to the lower

man-time.=/ (See Table 6.) The costs of animal

than those of mechanical power for land preparation

labor and animal rental costs. Mechanical power
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only became advantageous per hectare when the cost savings from one

13/
less cultivation and/or the yield advantage- of mechanized land

preparation were also considered.

These effects were combined to estimate the internal rate of

return to hiring custom rental services for land preparation. In

this analysis the reduced risks were not considered nor was the

expansion effect of enabling crop area expansion per worker. The

nominal rate of return per hectare for mechanized land preparation

14/
was—

C1+C2+Y-K

K

where:

c1 was the cost saving from reduced labor and animal time

in land preparation;

co was the cost saving due to the decreased number of
L

cultivations;

Y was the value

and

of the yield difference from mechanization;

K was the cost of machinery custom reptal.

Table 6 indicates that the rate of return per hectare from

mechanized land preparation was positive, except for the case in

which there were no savings in cultivation costs and a yield differen-

tial of 10 per~ent. Ninet~four percent of the farmers interviewed

in Terenos used mechanized land preparation. No one in the sample——
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used fertilizer in the area, hence land preparation was the major

cash outlay in the crop operation. Table 6 illustrates that even

though production costs went up with mechanized land preparation,

gross income increased even faster from the yield,effect so that

the returns per hectare to mechanized land preparation were posi-

15/
tive even with higher per-unit production costs.— Besides the

increased yields mechanized land preparation was associated with

an increased crop area cultivated. The average crop area of the

producers using animal power was 6.5 hectares, while for farmers

employing mechanized power it was 11.2 hectares.

In the Fdtima do Sul sample of 49, only 16 percent used

16/
mechanical power for land preparation.— This group also consisted

of small farmers in a

soil (“terra roxa”).

was a wider diversity

rice, and soybeans as

One explanation

colony founded

Besides having

of crops grown

in 1943 in an area of fertile

better soil than Terenos there

including peanuts, cotton,

the principal annuals.

for the difference between the two areas in

the mechanization of land preparation was the substantial difference

in the cost of custom rental. The average cost of mechanized land

preparation with custom rental was Cr$190 per hectare or more than

double the custom rental price of mechanized land preparation in

Terenos. Another potential explanation was the difference in land

quality (texture) between the two areas. In better soils the land

preparation operation is not as power-demanding. Given the better

soil texture of the “terra roxa” of Fdtima do Sul, there was less

17/
necessity for mechanized land preparation.— In Terenos,
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mechanization by improving the land preparation on “cerrado” appeared

to have helped overcome a bottleneck to production increase, hence

practically all the farmers utilized tractors for this operation

whereas they relied upon animal and human power for all other opera-

tions. In Fdtima do Sul, mechanization apparently wasn’t as necessary

and less than one-fifth of the farmers utilized tractors in the land

preparation.

In one area of “cerrado” soil mechanization both extended crop

area per worker and increased yields. Mechanization levels were

much lower in the “terra roxa” soil than in the “cerrado” area.

Hence, this analysis supports the hypothesis that mechanization

facilitates the cropping of poorer soil areas. Since there is

substantial “cerrado” area in Brazil, mechanization is expected to

continue at rapid rates, especially in the South and Gentral West

and to hasten the settlement and cropping of these areas. One

alternative to the extensive cropping of these marginal soil areas

via mechanization is to improve

increases in biochemical inputs

responsive varieties However,

increase in chemical fertilizer

section attempts to explain why.

yields in better soil areas through

especially fertilizer and

on the Brazilian frontier

consumption has occurred.

Barriers to IncreasedUse of Fertilizer on the Frontier

There appear to be four factors responsible for the

fertilizer-

very little

The next

slow rates

of growth of fertilizer consumption in Mato Grosso. The first is

the transportation cost of bringing in agricultural chemicals from
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outside the state. It is generally necessary to raise the pH of

’18/
the latosols associated with “cerrado” vegetation,— before

fertilizing and the lime price is four to five times as high in

Terenos than it is outside of the city of SiloPaulo. Lime deposits

are presently being developed in Mato Grosso but it will continue

to be necessary to bring in fertilizer. The price of fertilizer

should also decrease slightly as improved roads are constructed.

Secondly, an elastic cropland supply, resulting from the

availability of virgin land and the potential to shift land use

from cattle to crops, could reduce the incentive to substitute for

land. With the continuation of present in-migration, increases

in land values in the more accessible and better agricultural areas

of Southern Mato Grosso will make it more profitable to substitute

for land with chemical fertilizers. Already wheat-soybean producers

in the Dourados area are using high levels of fertilizers, improved

19/
seeds, and lime.—

The third constraining factor is the lack of fertilizer-respon-

sive varieties adapted to the area. After exhausting the possibilities

for diffusion of available improved varieties from within and outside

the region, it will be necessary to adapt or build varieties suited

to the local environmental conditions as well as fertilizer-responsive.

Some of the variety development can be done by private breeders.

However, much of it will have to be done by public research agencies

because it is difficult to patent most plant varieties and thus

20/
capture the stream of future returns from the investment.— One
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seed breeder in Southern Mato Grosso commented that the price at

which he could sell his improved wheat varieties approached the

price of all seed wheat within two to three years after its

commercial introduction.

The bottlenecks to increased use of biochemical technology

appear to have been the high price of agricultural chemicals, an

elastic land supply, and the lack of sufficient public research

expenditures to adapt or build varieties, which are fertilizer-

responsive and resistant to disease, insect, or other specific

problems on the frontier. Since two of these limiting factors are

presently changing with the construction of new roads, the opening

up of lime deposits in Mato Grosso, and continuing in-migration

and exploitation of new cropland, it is important to consider why

there would be a tendency in Brazil to under-invest in public re-

search facilities to develop new varieties. New variety development

requires large initial expenditures in facilities and scientists

and generally entails a long delay between the initial investment

and the commencement of the stream of returns. If Brazil had

experienced rapidly increasing real food prices, there would have

been more pressure to make these investments. Without these pressures

there was hypothesized to have been little public support or farmer

lobbying for experiment 3tation investment. Moreover, a high time

discount rate would discourage this type of public investment due

21/
to the long lead time required before benefits are obtained.—
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A final factor which needs further investigation is the

rainfall distribution. The returns to fertilizer and fertilizer-

responsive varieties are dependent upon the availability of water

at critical stages of the development of the plant. The intense

but irregular rainfall of the Central Plateau may be a limiting

factor to the introduction of biochemical techmlogy.=’

Conclusions

With the abundant land resources and the potential to re-

shuffle the population between regions with different resource

availabilities, there was a high payoff to an extensive agricul-

tural development process. Agricultural development on the frontier

was facilitated by infra-structure investment, primarily in roads,

enabling agricultural output increases through the expansion of

the conventional factors of production, land and labor, plus more

recently agricultural mechanization. New crop introduction has been

associated with migration into the state. This was a type of in-

migrant diffusion process operating through trial and error, labor

mobility, and an adequately functioning land market.

Agricultural mechanization of land preparation enabled area

expansion per worker and had a high return in one “cerrado” area on

the frontier. In another area of small farmers on better soil

(“terra roxa”), mechanized land preparation was not as prevalent.=’

By encouragingmechanization through subsidized credit combined with

insufficient funding of experiment station capacity, Brazilian land

use may have been biased toward more extensive use of inferior land
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via mechanization rather than improving yields in the areas with

better soils.

Given the high price of chemical substitutes

elasticity of land on the frontier, it was logical

and the supply

to expect little

public concern with the adaptation of land substituting, chemical

inputs to increase yields. Since private machinery companies were

24/
willing to absor’bmost adaptation and extension—- costs, the cost

to

to

of

the public sector of the adaptation of agricultural mechanization

Brazilian conditions was minimal. However, the adaptation costs

biochemical technology will require a substantial.public sector

commitment.

At some point Brazil will exhaust its frontier. Since there

is generally a long lead time necessary to adapt biochemical tech-

nology, the implicit time discount rate of public policy-makers

may need to be lowered so that when the potential of crop area

expansion has been exhausted> Brazil will have fertilizer-responsive,

adapted varieties avail-ableto substitute for increasingly valuable

landa Presently, on the aati.onallevel there has “beenrecognition

of this probl.ernand increased pu’blicexpenditures for research on

variety improvemerl-t,Now more interaction between farmers and plant

.scienbistsappears to be necessary to identify the desired variety

(characteristicsfor various crops by region. Given the irregular

rainfall distribution of the Central-Plateau, the development and

production of high yielding fertilizer-responsivevarieties adapted

to the insect, disease, and marketing conditions of the area may

well be difficult requiring substantial investment in public research

capacity and a long payoff period.
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TA”3~ ~

C~ncentraLicrnRatios far Subsistence

in Mata Grosso, 1950 -

and Cwmnercial Craps

1970

Subsistence Crops Commercial Cr3ps

Year I!anioc Beans Cane Cotton Rice

~g!$9-1951 1.87 1.61 lC.U 0.19 2e60
lg~~-l~a 1.36 1039 0.56 oap3 3.58
196%1970 0.83 1.00 0.37 0.69 3.19

Source: These~ratias were calculated from data in Brazil, Andrio
Estat~.stico(Rio de Janeiro: IBGE), 1952, 1962J a-
ecliti3ns.

piLbe: The ordering of crsps by,value in 1970 for the Central West
region (Mto Grosso, Gaias, and the Federal District) was:

Crop Value (million Cr$)

Rice 306
l!aniac
Corn ;;
Edible Beans 67
C3Lton 35
Sugar Cane 18
13an3n3s 1~
Peanuts 9*7

S2urce: Beef production was estimated at 208 million Cr$ in 1~0
with a stock valued at 2,13~ million Cr$tt Cattle produc-
tion in t!leCentral !’lestis still the predominant use of
the land. There is.a natural rotation of land between
pasture and craps which is practiced for both fertility
and past control reasanse See ~fariaI-A* sch~~, “same

Aspec:s of Recent Treads in Brazilian Agriculturej” (mimes
prepared far EAI’A/SUPIAN,Mrch, 1973), pp. 15, 16, 18
for the above data on cra~ and livestack values.
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Figure’ 1 : The State of Ma~o Grosso
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Native Farmers
In-lligrantFamers
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Tests A. and 3 were si~nificant at the
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In the colony of Terenos a universal sample was taken of

all farmers. Fifty-five farw.ers>:ereintsrviewedo Since the

coIony of llouradoswas much larger and occupied se-reralmunici,.

p31iti2s, a snail.erarea had to be selected. In Fhtirnado Sul

there were Z’,13Psmall farm lots aireragingapproximately 30 hec-

ta~es. l’roveach bla~k af e!3lots two sites were sel-ected at

site was selected at random. $Tfleresmall continuous blocks OC.

Fortjr-fiv~farmers ,~ere

colonies were also

intcrvie::ed t3 cx!pare their CZ’3p-Illi;C anclinput use with the twa

ca.lmies sav.pled..No significant differences were ol>served~

Iiere V2S no systematic sam.plin~technique for these farmer:.



Calculations and Data Employed to Xstimate the Private

Rate of Return to l.!ochani.zedLand Preparation in Terenos

~AB~ &l

Daily Casts of Animal Power far Land Preparationj

l$@lgT2 Crop Year in 14atoGrosso

Lab3r cost--including minimum wage and other
employee costs paid by the employer 7.53 Cr$

Animal Cast 2.72

Plo~7’nCost 1.47 “

Total Daily Costs 11.7%’Cr~

Calculation of Animal Daily Costs:

Value of new animal Cr$ 700
Expected lrork Mfe 15 years
Annual use 180 days

1. Depreciation (straight line)
700

15.180
2. Feed

(.) Corn 2kg/day . 0.40 Cr/l@j

(b) Pasture

Rental of artificial pasture
11 Cr/ca-,//month0 12 moaths

1’80

(c) Labar costs of feeding and
handlings

3. Interest Casts

= 0.26

= .80

= ‘ .73

= ●35

= .58

Total Daily Casts 2.72 Cr$

source: These data were prcnridedby lPEAO, Camp Grande, Nato
Grosso. IP_Z40is the federally-supported agricultural
experiment station of IlatoGrossoo
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TA3LZ 3-3

C~st of One Needing or Cultivation in T!erenosUpland

Rice Production, 19171/1972 crop year

One animal-man day . 10.82 = 10.82

502 man-days with a hoe ‘d7.53 24.1o

Total Daily Casts Cr$ 54.92

AnirM daily cost = 2.72

Kan daily cost = 7.!53

Cultivation daily cast = 0.57

Animal daily COSL Cr$ 10.82

Nste that the abwe estimate ~rices family labor at the
minimum wage. Hence, for a small farmer this would be expected
ts overstate the opportunity cast of his familjjand his OWR
lebor~ The cultivation process is generally done with animal
power and then fallowed by labsrers with hoes. T“ere were four
observations al’time spent cultivating, with three of the observa-
tions using animal power for land preparatian~ These tlxreeused
mare animal-man days in cultivating than those using mechanized
land preparation.
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of their researcn~ Roger Fox, Dsnnis Johnson, Vernon W. Ruttan,
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&/fGe~e>Tard~chllh
-) “AIGwqes Observa~%es So’oreo Desenvol-

(o?lte/D2z.1972): 207-22’7.

Changes in Agricultural Production in

Agricultural Economic Report Na~ 79

(;!ashin~tm, D.C.: Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of

ASricu~t~~e, June 1972); William E. Nicholls, “A Ag.riculturae c

Desenvalvinento Econ%ico do Brasil,” Revista Brasileira de

~G~r3.m X. Smith, “Marketing and Economic Development:

A “3razilia2Case Study, 1930-1970” (uimea, 1972), p- 18, and

Werner 3aer, “The 3razilian Boom: 196%1972, an Explanation

and Interpretation” (znimeo,1973), p. 100

~lr~err.~att is a lieqeta~ian type generally associated witha

a bra33.c~kegmy af’latosols found in 9razi10 These latosolsare

cb.arac~erizwi by lwJ natural fertility especially phosphorous,
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d~~icj-~ncy,hi~hl,yacidic, and with hi~h aluini.tumlevels. For

a swwmry af 1,200 sail tests in “cerrado” areas see Jas&

F’erreira Ifencles}“Caracherlsticas Quitnicas e E’~sicasde Alguns

1967 (s~te L~~o~s, ~~in~s G~~*ais: IIZNCO; 1972), pP 51-62. AhO

see the fertilizer articles in this same valuiie~ The Central

ilestfrontier includes Goias, the Federal District, and Mato

Gr~s~~O

5/– In both areas the better soj.1areas would become exhaust-

ed aver tiw,eand denerally be shifted inta pasture, thereby re-

ducing

in.the

ag,~re~at?~-ields. There is a natural decline in fertility

frontier area i;ithrcp?~ted cropping since there is little

replacement a.!?nuk,rientswith chemical fertilizers. See Lewis F.

Herwann, pp. >2, 53.

1952, and 1971 issues).

of cane is for refined sugar

There are eight sugar-mills

of the above products. Tine

in h!atoGrosso is constrained
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cans’umption as unrefined sugar and for the distilled and un-

distilled liquid products. This information is based on data

from !J!a”toGrosso, Boletiuldo .4cordode Classifica@o no ilstado

d.s;iatoGrassa, 1972. Ano 4, N? h (1973).

Y Rice is me of the predominant crops in the “cerrado”

areas, not anl.yin the Central West frantier but also in S=o

?RUIO and IflinasGerais. Rice fits as an intermediate product

between the land clearing and the conversion of forests to pas-

ture. This is generally a labor-intensive, sharecropper method

of land csnversj.onin which rice is grwn in-between the stumps.

?requentl.y,one obligation of the sharecropper is to leave the

land in permanent pasture after producing rice for one to three

yc?arso See Gersan Pereira Rios,

Lecni Teixeira, Adelson Freire e

Adu’oa@o Fosfatada em Arroz” and

Ricarda Jos~ Guazzelli, Aecio

JOS6 Ferreira Wndes, “Ensaio de

3rycson P. Cqueiro, Adelson de

3arros Freire and Jn~o Pereira, “Efeita da Aplica@o do Calc~rio

e Znxofre em Cultura de Arroz de Sequeira,” in Anais da IIa Reu-

ni~a Elr~sil~iradas Cerrados, ppa 71-77, 91-1000

For further discussion of the importance of rice produc-

tion in the Central Plateau reSian of Brazil, see P.I. Mandellt

“The .Developmentof the Southern Goir$s-Bras<liaRegion: A,qricul-

tural Development in a Land Rich.Economy’t(?n.D. diss., Colw.bia

University, I.cj%g)and P.I. Mnd.ell, “The Rj.seof the Modern Brazil-
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ian Rice Industry: Demand Expansion in a Dynamic Econamy,” Food

Research Institute Studies in .4qriculturalEc.onmnics,Trade

and Development, vol. 10, N? 2 (1971): 161-219.

~N3~e that farm size WZ. held constant as the sample was

confined to small farmers in two colonies. In

there were so few native farmers that the test

Rice was grouped as a traditional crop because

F6tima do Sul

was inadequate.

it was one of

the first craps introduced

da Sul, which were founded

in

in

the colonies of Terenos and F&tima

192k and 1943 resp~ctively~

~oir~~e -that only 55 farmers were interviewed in Terenos.— 1

However, in-the surrounding area ttizrewere also interviews

with small producers. See Appsndix A for the sampling method-

ola~y.

11/
— Erosion will also be increased and the benefits from in-

creased water retention have to be weighed against the losses

fran erosion. Thse that prepare the soil in anticipation of

the first rains need to emplay a secand disking to eradicate the

wsecls,which will spring up after the rains. After this disking,

p~~nting C,qn~a~e place.

Another p~ssible cultural operation is to mulch or to

plaugh the plant residues into the sail after harvest in order

to imprave the structure and water retention capacity af the

soil. If the weeds are ploughed under, this early ploughing
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c,an hve the same effect, althoush there would be less time for

decmpwitim of the weds before planting than in

plow~hing under the post-harvest residues.

~’Oxsn were generally worked only half days

the case of

after the dry

se:3scmo Similar time savinss were also possible from mechanized

culti’;atianbut this was nat done by any of the farmers in the

sample, includinq the two owning tractors, Tractor mmerts had

heavier tractors such as the C3’T,which were ‘oetter for break-

ing the soj.1but nmre awkward far otb.eroperatims.

13/.— Substantially lower )-ieldswere observed far tb.eanimal

power users in Temxms with 3 of the 4 having crap failures and

the athe.rbelow-average rice yields. ~iswever,the samplo is too

small and it is unlikely that tb.esedisastrous yields can be at-

tributed to the “failureto use ~lechanicalpower. ‘i’heyield ad-

~;anta~~cof mechanical power utilized in Table 6 was based upon

the c.alculati.onsuti.liziilgStioPaulo data in John H. Sanders,

“Mechanization an~ Ernplaymentin 3razilian Agriculture, 1953-

1971” (Ph.J. diss., 1973), University of Ninnesata, pp. 259,

2~0. In this study nuxt other factors affecting yields were held

constant especially the use af biochemical inputs, Three yield

differen~ials of 10, 15 ~~~ 2J perc~~tj were employed in Table 6.

2Y~~j~~t~~.; for tir.<?p3sse5 ~etl~een ~P.:rations this be-

Cclrlc!s:
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C1 -!-
C2 Y

+ =K

(l+r)0”17 (l+r)o”5

where r is the internal rate of return. The

eludes the discounted benefits of mechanized

left-hand tem in-

land preparation

snd the right-hand term the cast of custom rental. The discount-l

ing is based l~panthe f~llolrin~pattern of activities. The cu3.-

tiwtion occurs one-and-a-half to two months after planting and

the sale is approximately 6 months after planting. There were

substantial variaticms in the time af sale between abservations~

Although rice production mly takes 3 to 4 months, depending

upm the variety, meny farmers in Terenos keep their rice covered

in the fie~d and wait for the price recovery in the post-harvest

seasmo The siv.plificationof the rate of return calculation -

used in Table 6 assumes that all costs and returns occur at the

same tj.ue. Due to the short time peric~ between planting and

sale, this simplification should nat significantly affect the

estimated internal rate of retuiino

~Th3 JnPJ a~eratian mechanized

In the Sreater Dourados area on larger

such es soil preparation, planting and

beans have been mechanized.

here was land preparation.

farms other operations

harvesting wheat and soy-

Production cost analysis includes the economic costs in

the n.~merat.~rbut only the physj.calyields in the denominator.
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The value of the yield increase may be sufficiently great to

offset the increased production cost from shifting to mechanical

power, thereby justifying the investment even though the per unit

production costs increase. See John H. Sanders, 238-250, for a

comparative production cost analysis of animal and mechanical

power in S30 Paulo agriculture.

One assumption above is that the individual farmer is a

price-taker so that increased production does not affect the

price received. In considering the aggregate effects of me-

chanization, this assumption would have to be modified.

16/— Note that only 45 farmers in this area were interviewed

by Bein in his study. Due to incomplete information on power

use and costs

These 30 were

random sample

only 30 of these interviews were utilized here.

supplemented with another 19 interviews from a

done by the Peace Corps in the same colony.

“In uncleared areas of higher soil fertility on the frontier

it is more difficult to mechanize than in areas of poorer soil.

“Mata” or “terra roxa” has denser original growth than “cerrado”

or “campo limpo.” The original clearing process In good soil

generally entails waiting for the large stumps to rot, up to twenty

years. In the interim, pasture can be planted or crops with land

preparation between the stumps utilizing animal power. The capital

investment in labor time, dynamite, or the use of bulldozers was
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high to remove the large stumps in good soils. The estimated

cost of stump removal was Cr$500 per hectare in good soil or an

approximate 50 percent increase in the purchase price of the land.

This factor of the large investment cost of stump removal in order

to mechanize appeared to be important in Fatimado Sul. See F. Bein,

Op. Cit.

In areas of rapid mechanization such as the wheat-soybean

planting in the greater Dourados area of Mato Grosso (see the

map) , in the last three years the in-migrants generally have

purchased already cleared and destumped good land or more com-

monly uncleared, “campo limpoj” which is the lower-quality land

distinguished by its paucity of original vegetation. The apparent

reason for this preference for the poorer soils is to avoid the

capital costs of land-clearing on the high-quality, densely

vegetated soils.

“The mean pH of soil samples for 19 farms in Terenos

was 5.3 with a standard deviation of 0.17. Note that the problems

of aluminum toxicity and the fixing of phosphorous at a low pH

in these soils makes the utilization of lime essential prior

to increasing the level of chemical fertilizers. The primary

major nutrient deficiency in “cerrado” soils is phosphorous.

Generally organic material and potassium were available; however,
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at increased.phasphorcN.Mlevel in two of three cases chemical

nitr.~~sahad a si~nificant

m.entswith all three major

nesative effect on Yieldse

tilization in Anais da IIa

effect an yields. In three e:<peri-

nu~rients, chemical potassium had a

See the papers on soils and fer-

13euni=oBrasileira das Cerrados,

especially pp. 79-89 and 147-151.

~’Thes= wheat-soybean operations are generally large

farms, completely mechanized, and many are recent migrants from

Rio Grande do Sul, P.aran;,and S60 ?aulo.

29/,7,
— ~nis is one apparent reason for the more rapid introduc-

tj.m of mechanical than of biochemical technology into Brazil.

;!sstne..~a~ricultural technologies require sone adaptation to

different climatic and soil conditions. The adaptation neces-

sary for w.achineryappears to be less than for new seed varie-

\ ties. Also, it is relatively easy for a private firm to capture

the streams of returns from mmiel adaptation, as long as the

r.achineis protected by patent laws or is sufficiently cample:c

sa that new firm face entry barriers or high entry and initial

costs. Firm ent?y into many Brazilian industries, including

the tractor industry, is controlled by the government.

The future stream of returns from most variety research

is mare difficult far a private firm to monapalize~ Hence, the

de~-elopmentof new varieties (non-hybrid) and associated chemi-
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cals generally req’uiresa larger public investment than does

adaptation of mechanical technalog.y.

Ruttan comaents that the failure to

ments in public sector experiment station

an unbalanced gra%fl~k,process in de-~eloping

of the country. See

Institutional Change

Vernon 17. Ruttan,

and the Future of

and

the

W&3 adequate i.n”WeS~-

cag~cit,ycan lead to

countries with the

less biochemical

available rescumces

“Induced Technical and

A2rfculture,” pr~ce~dings

mists (Oxford, Englanti: uni~~r~ity af o~f’or~j A~~st 1973),

P- 319

21/
— The internal rates of return to variety improvement

have been very hi~h in Brazil and the U.S.; however, the initial

outlays have been substantial and the time period lengthy. See

Harry N. Ayer and G. Edward Schuh, “Sacial Rates of Return and

Other Aspects of Agricultural Research: The Case of Cotton Re-

search in S30 ?aulo, Brazil,” American Journal of Agricultural

:~concmics54 (November Z973): 557-569; and Zvi Griliches, “Re.-

ssarch Costs awi Social Returns: Hybrid Corn and Related ID.

n3vaticns,” Jowrnal of Political Economy 66 (October 19jS): &I-9-

h~ ~ ~ Far an article ~e”vi.ewinzsku.liesaf returns to variety re-

search see !I’O;’foSchultz, “The Allocation of Resources to Research”
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in 2esource Allocation j.nAgricultural Research, ed. W.’i’.Fishel

(Kinneapalis: University of LiinnesataPress; Wl@,pp. 90-120rJ

~z~
— Several studies in the Second Annual Conference on prob-

lems in “cerrado” soil emphasized the importance of the irregu-

lar rainfall distributim. one study attributed the low observed

fertilized rice yields ta the lack of rain during the flowering

stage. uires Coqueira, e Adelson deSee Jo’60%reira, Erycson .

IlarrasFreirc, “Aduba@a Fosfatada em Arroz de Sequeiro em Solos

de Vegeta@o ‘Campa-Cerrado~;” Anais da IIa Reuni’~oBrasileira

dcE cerra~.~sjppo 61-87 and lj7-1~2, and the other articles on

fertilization in this volume.

~Heavier textt~re soil areas ha~-ealarger initial p3,,er

requirement for adequate preparation of the soil. The authors

ara not suggesting that mechanization will not be fw.nd in better

s~il areas, but are raising the question of whether the land use

pattern resulting from rapid mechanization and little introduc-

tion of biochemical inpuhs,to raise yields is optimum for Brazil.

Sone experimental results of soybean yields in “terra roxa”

and “cerrado” areas in l;ato Grasso are illustrative. On “terra

z-ma“ the best fertilizer results with all three major nutrients

only improved yields by 10 percent from the 51 sacks per hectare

of the control plot. With all three nutrients yields were ap-

proximately doubled in “cerrada” areas; however, the maximum
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yield I;as anly jO sacks ?er hectare. These fertilizer results

were o’btainedfrm unpublished data of ~Ji~asaso~-tieanexperi-

p$entsof FA~/.4;iD.4/4.BC:42in Dourados in 19720 Lane Hartel Oftht

U.S. Peace Carps carried out the experiments and supplied t~he

data.

2)t/
—’ ;hck.iner!yrental agencies have been r.aiutainedby the

Xinistry of A&riculture in HattoGrass(o. The services of this a-

gency Trere available tO Tereno.sfxrners in the fifkies ar,dearly

sixties and the price of these renLal services was subsidized by

the l<inistry. Hence, there was s.xnepublic supp,ortfor the dif-

fusion ai?mechanical hechnolo:y. Qricultural r,achinsrypur-

chases also have been encouraged by low interest loans during

tha last tvo decades. See Jahn H. Sanders, pp. 1.0-38.


